This paper presents experiments on Optical character recognition (OCR) of historical newspapers and journals published in Finland. The corpus has two main languages: Finnish and Swedish and is written in both Blackletter and Antiqua fonts. Here we experiment with how much training data is enough to train high accuracy models, and try to train a joint model for both languages and all fonts. So far we have not been successful in getting one best model for all, but it is promising that with the mixed model we get the best results on the Finnish test set with 95 % CAR, which clearly surpasses previous results on this data set.
INTRODUCTION
Optical character recognition (OCR) of Finnish historical newspapers and journals published in Finland between 1771 and 1920 still yields unsatisfactory results. The online collection digitized and published by the National Library of Finland digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi contains over 11 million pages in mostly Finnish and Swedish, of which approximately 5.11 million are freely available [7] . Good quality OCR is essential to make this collection useful for harvesting and research.
While optical character recognition of printed text has reached high accuracy rates for modern fonts, historical documents still pose a challenge for character recognition. Some of the reasons for this are fonts differing in different materials, missing orthographic standards (same words are spelled differently), and sometimes poor image quality.
In previous work, Drobac et al. [4] and Kettunen et al. [6] create OCR models only for Finnish data, although half of the collection is in Swedish (until 1890 the main publication language) [6] . Furthermore, both works focus on the recognition of the Blackletter fonts. However, our sampling tests show that about 50 % of Swedish and Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. DATeCH2019, May 8-10, 2019, Brussels, Belgium © 2019 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-7194-0/19/05. . . $15.00 https://doi.org /10.1145/3322905.3322914 25 % of Finnish texts are published in the Antiqua typeset. Therefore, we need an approach that recognizes both languages and both typesets.
In this work, we create a small set of Swedish data with approximately 6,000 randomly picked line images accompanied with manually transcribed text and add this data to the Finnish 9,300 randomly picked line image dataset by Drobac et al. [4] to train OCR models using Ocropus software. We trained 5 models: Finnish only, two Swedish only models (one with 3,000 lines and the other with 6,000 lines) and two mixed models which contain Finnish and Swedish data combined. Both mixed models have 9,300 Finnish lines, one mixed model has 3,000 Swedish lines and the other 6,000.
The results show that with already a small amount of Swedish data we get quite good character accuracy rate (CAR) on the Swedish test set (92.9 %). Interestingly, additional Swedish data also increases accuracy on the Finnish test set (95.0 % CAR), in comparison with previously reported 93.5 %, which can be explained mainly by better recognition of the Antiqua typeface. Another interesting finding is that there is no significant difference between Swedish models trained on 3,000 and 6,000 lines when tested on a Swedish test set. However, the mixed model including 3,000 Swedish lines performs slightly better than the one with 6,000 lines (0.6 % on average on all test sets). This shows the importance of picking a representative set of training data.
Related work
In [11] , they apply different OCR methods to historical printings of Latin text and get the highest accuracies when using Ocropy. Some work on Blackletter fonts has been reported in [3] where models were trained on artificial training data and got high accuracies when tested on scanned books with Blackletter text.
In [9] , alongside with the overview of different OCR methods, they present the architecture of Ocropy and explain different steps of a typical OCR process.
In [4] , they use Ocropy to recognize historical newspapers and journals published in Finland and they report character accuracy rates between 93 % and 95.21 %. In [6] , they create ground truth data from the same corpus, perform recognition with Tesseract 1 and report between 85.4 % and 87 % word accuracy rates.
In [10] , they use Ocropy to recognize scanned images of books printed between 1487 and 1870 and report character accuracy rates above 90 %.
DATA AND RESOURCES 2.1 Data
In our experiments, we use two data sets, Finnish and Swedish. Both of them are extracted from a corpus of historical newspapers and magazines that has been digitized by the National Library of Finland. The data sets consist of image files of individual lines of printed text as well the contents of said lines as plain text.
The Finnish data set was taken from [4] , originally referred to as the DIGI set. It consists of approximately 12,000 pairs of manually transcribed image lines and corresponding images that were randomly picked from the time period 1820 -1939. Our analysis showed that about 75 % of the data set is written in Blackletter and 25 % in Antiqua typeface. The set contains only Finnish text.
We created the Swedish data set as follows: First we randomly picked 1,000 sub-directories from the publicly available newspaper and journal corpus with data from 1771 until 1874. One subdirectory corresponds to one publication (for example, one issue of a newspaper) having several pages. Earlier, the entire corpus had been segmented and recognized with ABBYY FineReader 11 2 , so we used this information to harvest the data. We extracted all lines of previously recognized text from each sub-directory and used the HeLI [5] tool for language identification on each line. Since we know that the pages are dominantly written in either Finnish or Swedish, we counted for each page how many lines were recognized as written in either Finnish or Swedish. Based on that count we decided to keep only pages that had more Swedish than Finnish lines. Finally, we randomly picked line images from the dominantly Swedish pages, and manually transcribed and saved them as plain text files. We collected the data in 3 stages, therefore we repeated this process 3 times (two times we got a bit more than 2,000 lines and the third time around 3,000), each time making sure that we did not get duplicates.
While this harvesting method might not seem ideal because things could go wrong with language identification on lines of OCRed pages that consist of both Finnish and Swedish text, in practice it proved to work quite well. While manually transcribing the data, we removed lines whose images were of poor quality, as well as lines not written in Swedish, and together they amounted to 5 % of the total line count. In the end, we were left with a total of 6,995 line pairs of image lines with accompanying ground truth text.
Ocropy
Ocropy 3 (previously known as OCRopus [1] , [2] , [3] ) is a leading open source software toolkit for training OCR models using one dimensional long short term memory neural networks. In addition to character recognition, Ocropy offers tools for pre-processing documents (line segmentation, binzarization/normalization), tools for creation and correction of ground truth and evaluation tools.
We also found the Ocrocis "A Tutorial" 4 useful as it contains Ocropy instructions. Ocrocis is a set of wrapper tools for Ocropy.
Preparing the data
The Swedish data set is divided into two training sets: swe-3k which has 3,351 training line pairs and swe-6k with 6,159 line pairs. For testing we use our development and test sets, each with 418 line pairs. The reason for this configuration lies in the fact that the Swedish data was harvested in 3 phases. In the first phase we got around 2,100 line pairs but training on such a small data set gave us poor results so we decided to get more data. In the second phase we got an additional 2,100 lines, and combined them with the first set to get a total of 4187 line pairs. Then we randomly divided training, development and test sets in the ratio 80 % : 10 % : 10 %. This left us with the swe-3k training set and two sets of 418 line pairs for the dev and the test sets. In the third phase, we just added more training data to the existing training set giving us swe-6k.
For the Finnish model, we used the original DIGI training set from [4] , hereafter called fin. However, picking randomly, we reduced the development and test sets to 418 line pairs each, to get the same size sets as for Swedish and to have a faster testing process. To verify that there is no big difference between the original and reduced test sets, we tested several models on both the original and reduced test sets and got an average difference of a 0.3 % character accuracy rate in favour of the original test set.
We also wanted to see how the models behave on different font families, so we manually divided both test sets into Blackletter and Antiqua subsets. The Swedish test set contains 48.1 % of Blackletter and 51.9 % Antiqua lines, while the Finnish test set has 77.3 % of Blackletter and 22.7 % Antiqua lines. Since the data was randomly picked, we assume that this is a good representation of the corpus itself.
To find an optimal size of the Finnish training set, we transformed the fin training set into training sets with different sizes. The smallest one consists of 3,000 line pairs randomly picked from the entire training set. Each following data set had 1,000 training pairs more than the previous one. This gave us training sets with 3,000, 4,000, 5,000 . . . 9,000 training line pairs.
OCR
The training and prediction were done in a standardized way for Ocropy. First the line images were binarized with the ocropus-nlib tool, then we trained models with ocropus-rtrain, which saves a model after every 1,000 iterations. We did in total 1 million iterations for each model. We tested all saved models on the development set and choose the model with the best dev result. In case of mixed models, we did tests on both Finnish and Swedish development sets independently and then chose the model with the best average result for the two dev sets. Finally, prediction was done with the ocropus-rpred function. We evaluated the best models on all test sets.
While ocropus-nlib and ocropus-rpred were used with default settings, in ocropus-rtrain we used custom character configurations. For us it proved better to use a predefined character set than the -C option, where the character set is automatically learned from training data. For Finnish models we used the combination default = ascii+xsymbols+finnish while for Swedish and mixed models we also added accented vowels default = ascii+xsymbols+finnish+accents where character set definitions are described in Figure 1 .
We also tried adding accents while training Finnish models, but we got significantly lower results than the fin model shown in Table 1 (-4.93 % on the swe-test and -2.18 % on the fin-test). Similarly, we got worse results with Swedish models trained without the accents. Anyhow, more experimenting with the character setup is needed to better understand how it affects the trained model.
Evaluation
To evaluate results on both development and test sets, we measured the performance of the system by using character accuracy rate (CAR), which is essentially the percentage of correct characters in the system output and is a common metric in OCR-related tasks. It is the number of correct characters divided by the sum of correct characters and errors in the system output. We also calculated word accuracy rate (WAR), which similarly to CAR is the percentage of correct words in the system output. We calculate it as the number of correct words divided by the sum of correct characters and errors in the system output.
CAR,W AR
To get the number of errors, we first aligned ground truth and OCR lines on the character level (for both CAR and WAR). Then we calculated the overall Levenshtein distance [8] between the system output and the ground truth including deletions and insertions.
Since both Finnish and Swedish test sets have around 16,000 characters, we used only one decimal place for CAR. Going further than that would not express any significant difference in our test sets as a 0.01 % CAR improvement means 1.6 characters. For similar reasons, we left out all decimal points in the WAR measure.
For languages with relatively long words such as Finnish, character accuracy rates and character error rates are arguably better indicators when comparing the overall quality of the text between languages than, for instance, the word error rate, since longer words are more likely to contain an error. The legibility of Finnish text may actually improve considerably with increasing CAR without any notable change in the WAR. Furthermore, CAR makes it easier to compare different OCR systems, because different alignment and evaluation calculations can make a big difference on the word level.
RESULTS
In this section we present the test results. We trained individual Finnish and Swedish models, as well as mixed models (Finnish and Swedish training data combined). All models were tested on our Swedish and Finnish test sets (swe-test and fin-test), as well as their Blackletter and Antiqua subsets. The results (CAR/WAR) are shown in Table 1 .
The Finnish model fin was trained on the entire Finnish training set fin with 9,300 line pairs. We also tested a Finnish model trained on a 7,000 line pair subset fin-7k of the full training set. There are two Swedish models, one trained on the entire Swedish training set (swe-6k) and another on an approximately 3,000 line pair subset (swe-3k). Mixed models fin + swe-3k and fin + swe-6k are trained on both Finnish and Swedish data combined. For the first one, we combined fin and swe-3k training sets, while for the second one we combined all the training data from both languages (fin and swe-6k). Tables 3 and 4 show the ten most common recognition mistakes on the Swedish test set by models swe-3k in Table 3 and model fin+swe-6k in Table 4 .
Similarly, Tables 5 and 6 show the ten most common recognition mistakes on the Finnish test set by the model fin in Table 5 and the model fin-7k in Table 6 .
The first 3 columns in the tables give results on the entire test set, the next 3 columns on the Blackletter subset and the final 3 columns on the Antiqua subset. On each test set, the first column is the frequency of the mistakes, the second column the recognition result and the third one the ground truth. Deletions are marked with "_" in the OCR column and insertions with "_" in the ground truth column.
In order to see how much training data is needed for the Finnish model to saturate, we trained additional Finnish models on various sizes of Finnish training sets. Table 2 shows CAR/WAR results of those models, together with the complete fin model, on the Finnish test set. The first model fin-3k was trained on 3,000 line pairs randomly picked from the entire training set. Then the next one (fin-4k) is trained on the fin-3k with an addition of 1,000 lines randomly picked from the rest of the training set. The same principle continues with an additional 1,000 training pairs added to the previous training set. Each time models are trained from scratch. In the last row are the results for the model with all training lines (fin). It turned out that fin-7k yielded the best result. For comparison, we included it in the test results in Table 1 .
DISCUSSION
In this section we analyze and discuss the potential reasons behind the results in Table 1 It is also surprising to see how well Swedish models recognize Finnish data. Both Swedish models recognize Finnish Antiqua approximately as well as the Finnish models. The Swedish models also achieve 92.4 % and 93.47 % CAR on Finnish Blackletter. The reasons for this could be that Swedish models have more variation covering the Finnish variation quite well despite language differences. Conversely, some lack of variation could also be the reason why the Finnish models do poorly on the Swedish test set.
One type of concrete difference between languages is the size of the frequently used character set. The Swedish test set has 103 unique characters compared with 88 for Finnish. A larger frequently used character set in Swedish than in Finnish could be the reason why we have poorer overall results on Swedish and why Swedish training data enhances results on Finnish test data, i.e. by adding variety and training data for rare characters. It would be interesting to see if adding more of the rare characters (instead of just random data) for training would bring further improvements to the Swedish models.
Combining the fin and the swe-3k training sets gives the best results on the Finnish test set. It could be that a small addition of different data adds variety to the model as well as covers more of the rare cases. Results in the Table 2 , indicate that already 6-8 thousand lines are enough for Finnish. Maybe if we identified similar data and removed some of it, an even smaller training data set would be enough for Finnish. It would also be interesting to train the combined model on the fin-7k data set with the swe-3k to see if this yields further improvements.
Confusion matrices show that there are some more frequent mistakes, but the majority of the mistakes comes from a large number of low-frequent confusions. Note that fixing the top ten mistakes together would add only 0.8 % to the CAR, i.e. there is no specific mistake that causes most of the errors. In the Swedish test set ä is often confused with å and the other way around, but it is only 47 (28 + 19) mistakes in 16,879 characters, i.e. 0.3 %. As the top 10 mistakes only add 0.8 %, and the best CAR is 92.9 % on the swe-test, 6.3 % of the mistakes are caused by rather infrequent confusions. To improve models, we need to focus our training on less frequent characters and make sure we have enough representation for every character in the training data. Adding to the challenge are two different font families and the font variation in them.
We calculate our results as in [4] although we use a reduced version of the data set. To compare the [4] results stating CAR 93.5 % and the [6] result stating WAR 85.4 %, we calculated the CAR/WAR with our tools getting 93.5/74 for [4] and 93.0/85 for [6] , i.e. [6] report lower CAR and higher WAR than [4] . However, it is important to realize that the difference is that in cases where the OCR mistakenly recognizes 2 or more words instead of one word, [6] write only the first word in their table, discarding the rest, so it is not possible to compare the results exactly, but they seem to be in the same range. In addition, our results clearly surpass the previous results overall and on Finnish Blackletter in particular.
CONCLUSIONS
While our results clearly surpass the previous results overall on the data set with historical newspapers and journals published in Finland achieving 95 % CAR on the Finnish test data, we found that representativity and variation are important in the training data allowing us to get quite good results with small amounts of training data of only a few thousand lines, i.e. adding general training data does not necessarily guarantee improvement in test results despite the data being randomly selected from the corpus. In particular, we found that adding representation for minority fonts to the training data improves overall performance on the test data.
